SCRAPED
BODY SYSTEMS

PLATE FILTER
With sheets
Filter presses

•
•

PALLETISERS

TEMPERATURE
LOWERING

LABELLERS

HERMETICALLY-SEALED
COMPRESSOR SYSTEMS

PUMPS

MONOBLOC
HERMETICALLY-SEALED
COMPRESSOR SYSTEMS

PRESSURE TANKS

CAPPING MACHINES

PUMPS

TANKS

•

RINSERS STERILISERS
FILLING SYSTEMS
CAPPING MACHINES

STABILIZATION
• Polar system
DT Stabilization
pH Reduction
•

DEPALLETISERS

wine processing technology

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

ROTARY SCREW
COMPRESSOR
SYSTEMS

VACUUM FILTER
External pump
Internal pump

•
•

REVERSE
OSMOSIS

WINE TREATMENT

MICRO-FILTRATION

KIESELGUR FILTERS
Manual discharge
Automatic

•

CROSS
FLOW FILTERS
With ceramic membranes
With wound spiral membranes

CLARIFICATION • FILTRATION

•

•

FLOATATION
• ECOFLOT
FLN
FLCV
•
•

EVAPORATORS

REFRIGERATION • THERMOREGULATION

•

WINE-MAKERS
• Vertical Selector
Vertical
Horizontal

MUST ENRICHMENT

•
•

THERMAL WINEMAKING
• BioThermo system

GRAPE PROCESSING
AND CRUSHING
Crushers-Destemmers
Roller crushers
•
•

GRAPE RECEIVING
Screw conveyor tanks
Belt conveyor tank

•
•

SPARKLING PROCESS • STORAGE

PRESSING
• Open drum
• Closed drum
• Closed drum with
inert gas atmosphere
• Closed drum with
lens-type membrane

PUMPS

SORTING
AND TRANSFER
• Belt conveyors
• Screw conveyors
Stem exhausters
Sorting lines

BOTTLING

•

•

GRAPE RECEIVING • CRUSHING • VINIFICATION • PRESSING

Experience
as the basis
of knowledge

The Winemaking
Division

DELLA TOFFOLA SpA
Via Feltrina, 72
31040 Signoressa di Trevignano [Treviso] Italy
T. +39 0423 6772 - F. +39 0423 670841
dtgroup@dellatoffola.it - dellatoffola.it

Della Toffola Group is a world leader in the design
and construction of technologically advanced solutions for every step in the winemaking process. This
vocation is matched by the corresponding expertise
and success of its Food and Beverages, Bottling and
Packaging, Dairy, and Water Treatment, Chemicals
and Pharmaceuticals Divisions.

Developments in winemaking methods in the last few decades have focused increasingly on obtaining ever more rational production cycles. But these goals must always be
reached by paying the utmost attention to respecting and
exalting the qualities of the processed product. Della Toffola Group’s modern technological solutions can prove extremely useful in achieving these goals. Great attention has
been paid to monitoring the operating economics of the various technologies involved, from receiving and storing the
grapes to filtering and stabilizing treatments.
Della Toffola Group provides a complete range of winema-

With nine productive units, five branch offices, and
two brands, Della Toffola Group employs over 450 employees on 6 continents in a total 190,000 sq m area
for an average annual turnover of 100 million Euro,
70% of which derived from exports.
The Della Toffola name has been present in the administration and management of the company and group
for three generations, and provides a guarantee of
continuity and commitment.
These are the figures of a strong industrial group that
has always based its approach on quality, service, and
versatility. These are the values reaffirmed with dedication and enthusiasm every day.

WINE
PROCESSING
TECHNOLOGY

king products for every step in the winemaking process, from
the moment the grapes leave the vineyard until bottling and
labeling.
Working closely with the Commercial Department, the various Technical Departments come up with the ideal solution
for every need during production, whether the client is a vineyard of limited size or the largest producer.
We like to think of ourselves as being much more than a
mere supplier, and rather as an authentic technological
partner who brings a wide range of instruments to obtaining the best possible result: an excellent product.

